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Abstract: the performance of a depth-first Frequent Itemset Miming (FIM) algorithm is closely 
related to the total number of recursions which can be modeled as O(nk), where k is the maximal recursion 
depth and n is the branching factor. Many existing approaches focus more on improving support counting 
rather than on decreasing n and k, which may lead to unsatisfactory performance as they grow. In this 
paper a novel approach, Binary Itemset Support Counting (BISC), is presented to address these two 
factors. Let the direct support of an itemset I be the number of transactions with the same itemset as I, 
BISC can derive the supports of all the itemsets in a database by iteratively updating their direct supports, 
thus eliminating the need for further recursion. BISC converts a database into its binary representation 
and combines one-stage BISC and two-stage BISC to minimize the cost of support updating and memory 
consumption by eliminating redundant updating operations. By applying BISC with the basic projection 
technique, our approach can significantly decrease the maximum depth and branching factor of database 
projection, thus improving both the time and space efficiency for FIM. In terms of time efficiency, 
experiments show that BISC outperforms all the other algorithms (in many cases by almost an order of 
magnitude or more) in the datasets tested. Even though this does not guarantee that BISC will always 
perform the best, the result is impressive given the fact that most existing algorithms are only efficient in 
some types of datasets. The memory usage of BISC is comparable to (in most cases smaller than) those of 
the other algorithms. In summary, the concepts of direct support, binary representation, multi-stage BISC, 
and the optimization strategies applied in BISC represent a promising approach to related areas. 
                                                 
1 The software for this algorithm is available at http://alpha.cs.qc.edu/research.html 
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1 Introduction 
Frequent itemset mining (FIM) is an important data mining problem which detects frequent itemsets 
in a transaction database. It plays a fundamental role in many data mining tasks that attempt to find 
interesting patterns from databases, such as association rules, correlations, sequences, episodes, 
classifiers, clusters, etc. Many algorithms have been proposed to solve the problem. Most of them can be 
classified into two categories, candidate generation and pattern growth. 
Apriori [Agrawal 1994] and Eclat [Zaki 1997] represent two major types of candidate generation 
approaches. Apriori is a breadth first algorithm which generates candidate k+1-itemsets based on frequent 
k-itemsets. The frequency of an itemset is computed by counting its occurrence in each transaction. Eclat 
is a depth-first algorithm. It applies vertical database representation which enables candidate support 
counting via the intersection of transaction ids. FP-growth [Han 2000] is a representative pattern growth 
approach. It is a depth-first approach and uses a special data structure, FP-Tree, for compact 
representation of the original database. FP-growth detects the frequent itemsets by recursively finding all 
frequent 1-itemsets in the conditional pattern base that is efficiently constructed based on the node link 
structure associated with FP-Tree.  
Candidate generation and support counting are the two major costs for FIM. Most existing 
algorithms may be effective in one aspect but ineffective in another. Consequently, none of them always 
outperforms the rest [Song 2006][Uno 2005][R´acz 2004]. For example, Apriori can effectively prune a 
length-(k+1) candidate based on the information of all the length-k frequent itemsets thanks to its breadth-
first nature. However, it is inefficient at supporting counting which involves a large number of 
transaction/candidate comparisons. Depth-first approaches are generally more efficient at support 
counting because they can derive the support of an itemset based on the support(s) of its direct parent(s). 
However, they may be inefficient for candidate generation because they cannot use all the length-k 
frequent itemsets to prune length-(k+1) candidates due to the depth-first nature. Even though FP-growth 
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does not explicitly generate candidates, its detection of the item supports is equivalent to generating 1-
itemset candidates implicitly. The total number of such implicit candidates may be well over that of the 
explicitly generated candidates in Apriori [Bodon 2006]. 
Generally speaking, the depth-first approaches (e.g., FP-growth and Eclat) show better performance 
than the Apriori based breadth-first approaches. The reason is that the cost of support counting may be 
dominant especially in dense databases. 
An important concept related to many depth-first approaches is database projection. At each level of 
recursion, projected databases with transactions sharing a common prefix are generated implicitly (e.g., 
conditional FP-Trees in FP-growth, or transaction id sets in Eclat) or explicitly. Frequent itemsets that are 
extensions of the common prefix are then detected recursively. The cost of such approaches is mainly 
decided by the depth of recursion/projection (k), the average number of frequent items/branching factor in 
the projected databases (n), and the average cost of database projection and support counting (c). The total 
cost can generally be modeled as O(nkc), where nk reflects the total number of projected databases (which 
is related to the total number of explicitly/implicitly generated candidates). Depth-first based approaches 
are generally efficient at support counting, even though the effectiveness is often dataset-dependent. 
However, many of them are ineffective at decreasing n and k. Consequently, their performance may 
degrade severely as n and k increase (except for some special types of datasets) due to the exponential 
growth of the total cost. 
To solve this problem, in this paper a novel approach, Binary Itemset Support Counting (BISC), is 
presented. The objective of BISC is to find an effective way to decrease the total number of projected 
databases by addressing both n and k. 
Let the direct support of an itemset I be the number of transactions with exactly the same itemset as 
I, based on the fact that the support of I is the sum of the direct supports of all its supersets, BISC derives 
the supports of all the itemsets in a projected database by iteratively updating their support counts based 
on direct supports. In this way no further database projection is necessary. In BISC a projected database is 
transformed into its binary representation for efficient direct support counting and elimination of 
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redundant updating operations based on the containing relationships among itemsets. Two relevant 
techniques, BISC1 (one-stage BISC) and BISC2 (two-stage BISC), are combined to minimize the cost of 
support updating and memory consumption. By applying BISC with the basic projection technique based 
on an effective optimization strategy, our approach can significantly decrease database projection depth 
and branching factor, and consequently decrease the total number of database projections.  
Extensive experiments have been performed to evaluate the proposed approach. One impressive 
result is that BISC outperforms all the other algorithms on the datasets we have tested in term of time 
efficiency. Even though this does not guarantee that BISC is always the best, the result is significant 
given the fact that most previous algorithms may only work well in some types of datasets. In addition, 
the memory usage of BISC is also comparable to (in many cases smaller than) other algorithms. 
BISC utilizes binary based horizontal and vertical database representation for FIM. It achieves 
impressive performance by combining the concepts of direct support, binary representation and multi-
stage BISC as well as various optimization strategies, which represent a promising approach to many 
related areas such as closed/maximal FIM, FIM under constraints, and sequential pattern mining, etc. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines the problem and discusses related 
works. Section 3 presents motivation of our approach. Section 4 presents the BISC algorithm. 
Performance evaluation is presented in Section 5. Discussions on time and space complexity are 
presented in Section 6. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7. 
2 Problem Statement and Related Work 
2.1 Problem statement 
Let X = {x1, x2, … xn} be a set of items, an itemset I is a subset of X. Without loss of generality, in 
this paper we assume that items in an itemset are sorted in ascending order. The number of items in I is 
called the length of I, denoted as |I|. 
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A transaction is a couple T = (id, I), where id is the transaction identifier and I is an itemset. In this 
paper we use T.id and T.I to represent the id and the itemset of T, respectively, and we say that T contains 
an itemset J if T.I contains J, denoted as J ⊆ T.  
A transaction database D is a set of transactions such that each transaction has a unique identifier. 
The absolute support of an itemset I in D is the number of transactions containing I in D, denoted as 
SupDI. The relative support of I is defined as SupDI/|D|. In this paper we use absolute and relative supports 
interchangeably whenever the context is clear. Given a positive value minSup as the support threshold, I is 
called a frequent itemset (FI) in D if SupDI ≥ minSup.  
Problem Statement. Given a transaction database D and the minimum support threshold, frequent 
itemset mining is to find the complete set of frequent itemsets in D, denoted as FIS(D). 
2.2 Related work 
The problem of association mining was introduced by Agrawal et al. [Agrawal 1993]. Association 
mining includes two major processes, frequent itemset mining and inference generation. The majority of 
research has focused on frequent itemset mining as its complexity is significantly greater than that of 
inference generation. To detect frequent itemsets, we need decide the support for each candidate itemset. 
Given n distinct items and t transactions, we have 2n possible candidate itemsets. A naive approach to 
detect the support of each itemset is to check whether it is contained in each transaction. This requires a 
total of t2n comparisons, which is prohibitively expensive as n and t become large. Improvements can be 
made by reducing the number of candidates, transactions, and comparisons. Many existing algorithms 
apply one or more of these strategies implicitly or explicitly. 
FIM algorithms generally can be classified into two types, candidate generation and pattern growth, 
within which further division can be made based on traversal (Breadth First vs. Depth First), database 
representation (horizontal vs. vertical) and underlying data structures.  
Candidate generation algorithms generate candidates based on previously identified valid itemsets 
before validation. Apriori and Eclat are two major algorithms that represent the breadth first and depth 
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first approaches. Pattern growth approaches eliminate the need of explicit candidate generation by 
constructing complex data structures for compact representation of the database. FP-growth is the 
representative algorithm in this category. Apriori, Eclat, and FP-growth are the basis of many other 
algorithms. Below we give a brief introduction to them and related improvements. For a complete survey 
please refer to [Bodon 2006] and [Ceglar 2006]. 
The Apriori algorithm is an iterative, bottom-up, breadth-first search algorithm. It employs the 
downward closure property (if an itemset is not frequent, any superset of it cannot be frequent either) for 
candidate pruning. The algorithm has two main parts, candidate generation and validation.  
Let F1 be the set of frequent items in the original database, the algorithm performs a breadth-first 
search through the search space of all itemsets by iteratively generating candidate k+1-itemsets (Ck+1) 
from frequent k-itemsets (Fk). An itemset is a candidate if all of its subsets are frequent. To generate Ck+1, 
first Fk is joined with itself. For ∀ I, J ∈ Fk, the union I ∪ J is generated if they only differ by the last 
items. I ∪ J is pruned if not all of its k-subsets exist in Fk. This joining and pruning process continues, 
with itemset length incrementing, until the newly generated Ck+1 is empty. To count the supports of all 
candidate k+1-itemsets, the database is scanned one transaction at a time, and the supports of all 
candidate itemsets contained in the transaction are incremented. All frequent itemsets are inserted into 
Fk+1. 
Apriori is effective at candidate pruning but inefficient at supporting counting. Many algorithms 
such as AprioriTid [Agrawal 1994], DHP [Park 1997], PHP [Ozel 2001], DIC [Brin 1997], DCP [Orlando 
2001], etc., have been proposed to improve the efficiency of the support counting procedure. 
Eclat [8] uses vertical database layout and intersection of transaction id sets to derive the support of 
an itemset. With its depth-first nature, the pruning strategy used in Apriori is not applicable in Eclat 
because the frequent itemsets necessary for candidate pruning are not available. Therefore the algorithm 
generates a candidate itemset based on only two of its subsets, which is equivalent to only applying the 
joining step in Apriori. As a result, the number of generated candidates may be much larger than Apriori. 
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However, itemset support counting is much more efficient in Eclat. The reason is that support counting is 
implemented more efficiently via transaction id set intersection instead of transaction/candidate 
comparison. In addition, the size of transaction id sets gradually decreases as the recursion depth 
increases.  
To further improve support counting, dEclat [Zaki 2003] stores the difference of transaction id sets 
(diffset) between a candidate k-itemset Ik and its prefix k-1-frequent itemsets Ik-1 instead of the transaction 
id intersection set (tidset). The support of Ik is derived by subtracting |diffset| from the support of Ik-1. 
dEclat improves Eclat mainly in dense databases. Various implementations have been proposed for Eclat 
[Borgelt 2004][ Schmidt-Thieme 2004], of which the fastest one based on our testing is implemented by 
Schmidt-Thieme [Schmidt-Thieme 2004]. This implementation combines various strategies borrowed 
from different algorithms for efficient FIM. 
LCM [Uno 2003][Uno 2004][Uno 2005] is an interesting variation of Eclat. It combines bitmap 
database representation, complete prefix tree (for representing all the itemsets), and occurrence deliver 
(for efficient support counting) technologies for FIM, which shares some common root with our proposed 
approach (bitmap representation and occurrence deliver). One major problem of LCM is that its 
effectiveness is mainly decided by a special variable c, which represents the number of frequent items a 
projected database at bottom level can contain for using LCM. c should be adaptive to different datasets 
in order for LCM to be effective. Unfortunately, the size of the complete prefix tree increases 
exponentially as c increases, which makes it impractical for large c. As a result, c is fixed in LCM, which 
greatly limits its effectiveness. Besides, the success of LCM depends on many assumptions (e.g., datasets 
follow the power law on frequency distribution, etc.) which may not always hold. 
TM (Transaction Mapping) [Song 2006] is another variant of Eclat. TM maps and compresses the 
transaction ids of each itemset into continuous transaction intervals. Itemset support counting is 
performed by intersecting these interval lists. The effectiveness of TM is mainly decided by the size of the 
dataset and the number of repetitive patterns. TM generally runs faster when the minimum support is 
large, or the items are sparsely associated and there are more repetitive patterns. 
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The FP-growth algorithm ([Han 2000]) eliminates the need of explicit candidate generation through 
a special data structure, FP-Tree, which combines vertical and horizontal layout for a compact 
representation of databases. FP-Tree has an associated item list which maintains a linked list for each item 
to record all the transactions that contain it. 
To create an FP-Tree, first the “null” root node is created. Next all the transactions are inserted into 
the FP-tree. A branch is created for a transaction that is not contained by any existing path. Each node in 
the FP-tree also stores the number of transactions that share the node. When adding the branch for a 
transaction, the count of each node along the common prefix is incremented by 1, and nodes for the items 
following the prefix are created and linked accordingly. An item list/header table is created so that each 
item points to its occurrences in the tree via a chain of node-links. The support of each item is also stored 
in the header table.  
FP-Tree is the basis for subsequent mining. The algorithm relies on the fact that if I and J are two 
itemsets, the support of I ∪ J is that of J in the conditional pattern base of I (the restriction of the database 
to those transactions containing I). The FP-tree constructed from the conditional pattern base is called I’s 
conditional FP-Tree, denoted as TI. Given an item i in the header table of TI, the conditional pattern base 
of I ∪ {i} can be built by following the linked list starting at i in the header table of TI. The conditional 
FP-tree TI∪{i} is then constructed recursively, and it stops when the resulting FP-tree contains only one 
single path. The complete set of frequent itemsets is generated from all single-path FP-trees. 
FP-growth is generally more effective in dense databases than in sparse ones. Its major cost is the 
recursive construction of the FP-trees. FP-growth* [Grahne 2003][Grahne 2005] uses an additional array-
based structure to reduce the number of tree traversals and enable direct initialization of the next level FP-
Trees. H-mine [Pei 2001] uses array and trie based data structures to process sparse and dense datasets 
differently. PatriciaMine [Pietracaprina 2003] employs a compressed Patricia trie to store the datasets. 
TD-FP-growth [Wang 2002] alleviates the need to generate conditional pattern bases and physical 
projections of the trie via a top-down approach. 
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3 Motivation 
As discussed in Section 1, the concept of projection is closely related to depth-first approaches. The 
process of using the basic projection technology for FIM is illustrated in Algorithm 0, in which the 
second input, prefix, represents the common prefix itemset for projecting the initial database into the 
current database D. The algorithm first detects all the frequent items in D. For each frequent item xi, a 
new frequent itemset ({xi} ∪ prefix) and a projected database are created. The projected database only 
includes transactions containing xi, and in each transaction, only items smaller than xi are contained. The 
algorithm then recursively detects frequent itemsets in the projected database of xi.  
Algorithm 0 Projection based FIM 
Input:  1) D: a transaction database; 2) prefix: prefix itemset of D, initially empty 
Output: The complete set of frequent itemsets in D 
Method: ProjectFIM (D, prefix){ 
    FIS=∅; 
    freqItems=getFreqItems(D); 
    for(i=0; i<|freqItems|; i++) 
        FIS  = FIS ∪ { prefix ∪ freqItems[i]}; 
        PD=projectDB(D, freqItems[i]); 
        FIS  = FIS ∪  ProjectFIM (PD, prefix ∪  freqItems[i]); 
    return FIS; 
} 
 
As discussed in Section 1, the cost of Algorithm 0 can be modeled as O(nkc), where k, n, and c 
represents the depth of recursion/projection, the branching factor, and the average cost of database 
projection and support counting, respectively. Even though many existing depth-first approaches are 
efficient at support counting, they may be ineffective at decreasing n and k, which lead to unsatisfactory 
performance as n and k grows. The motivation of our approach is to find an effective way to decrease the 
total number of database projections by addressing n and k simultaneously while limiting the cost of c for 
efficient FIM. 
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The basic idea is that we can eliminate the need for database projection if the supports of all the 
possible itemsets can be derived directly from the transactions. Given a database D with n items, there are 
at most 2n itemsets. Let the direct support of an itemset I be the number of transactions with exactly the 
same itemset as I, we can easily conclude that SupDI is the sum of the direct supports of all its supersets. 
Furthermore, we can represent all the itemsets in n-bit binary format (with the right-most bit representing 
x1), and derive their direct supports by simply scanning the binary representation of D once. This provides 
a basic way for deriving the supports of all the itemsets.  
For example, if D has 4 items (1, 2, 3, 4), then totally there are 16 possible itemsets, {}, {1}, {2}, 
{1,2}, {3}, {1,3}, {2,3}, {1,2,3}, {4}, {1,4}, {2,4}, {1,2,4}, {3,4}, {1,3,4}, {2,3,4}, and {1,2,3,4} (the 
empty frequent itemset, {}, is included for completeness. Its support is defined as the number of 
transactions in D). The binary representations of these itemsets are, 0000, 0001, 0010, 0011, 0100, 0101, 
0110, 0111, 1000, 1001, 1010, 1011, 1100, 1101, 1110, and 1111, respectively (For simplicity we use 
decimal format (0, 1, …, 15) to represent them whenever the context is clear). Let s[i] and ds[i] be the 
support and direct support of a binary itemset i, we have, 
s[0]=∑(i=0, 1, ...,15)ds[i]; s[1]=∑(i=1, 3, 5, …, 15)ds[i];  s[2]=∑(i=2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, 15)ds[i]; 
s[3]=∑(i=3, 7, 11, 15)ds[i]; s[4]=∑(i=4, …, 7, 12,…, 15)ds[i]; s[5]=∑(i=5, 7, 13, 15)ds[i];  
s[6]=∑(i=6, 7, 14, 15)ds[i]; s[7]=∑(i=7, 15)ds[i];  s[8]=∑(i=8, 9, …,15)ds[i];  
s[9]=∑(i=9, 11, 13, 15)ds[i]; s[10]=∑(i=10, 11, 14, 15)ds[i]; s[11]=∑(i=11, 15)ds[i]; 
s[12]=∑(i=12, 13, 14, 15)ds[i]; s[13]=∑(i=13, 15)ds[i];  s[14]=∑(i=14, 15)ds[i];  
s[15]=∑(i=15)ds[i]. 
Thus the supports of all the itemsets can be derived directly with no further database projection. 
Unfortunately this approach needs ∑(i=0,…,n)2n-iC(n,i) additions, which is expensive when n becomes large.  
Examining the support counting equations above, we can find that a lot of redundant addition 
operations exist. Thus we can improve the efficiency by eliminating these redundant operations. Since 
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many itemsets have common supersets, a simple strategy is to first derive the supports of these supersets, 
and then derive the supports of the subsets. For example, checking the equations above, we have 
s[0]=∑(i=0,1, ...,7)ds[i]+s[8];  s[1]=∑(i=1, 3, 5, 7)ds[i]+s[9]; s[2]=∑(i=2, 3, 6, 7)ds[i]+s[10]; 
s[3]=∑(i=3, 7)ds[i]+s[11];  s[4]=∑(i=4, 5, 6, 7)ds[i]+s[12]; s[5]=∑(i=5, 7)ds[i]+s[13]; 
s[6]=∑(i=6, 7)ds[i]+s[14];  s[7]=∑(i=7)ds[i]+s[15]. 
If we derive s[8], …, s[15] first, we will save all the redundant additions of ds[8],…,ds[15] when 
calculating s[0],…,s[7]. This idea can be iteratively applied based on the hierarchical containing 
relationship among itemsets to remove more redundant additions. For the example above, we can perform 
four rounds of additions as shown in Table 1, where ← means adding the value to the right of ← to the 
value in the first column of the same row. It is easy to verify that after this four rounds of additions, the 
values stored in ds[0], …, ds[15] are actually s[0], …, s[15]. In Section 4 we generalize this idea into a 
basic approach, Binary Itemset Support Counting 1 (BISC1), towards FIM. 
TABLE 1 ADDITION OPERATIONS TO DERIVE SUPPORTS 
 Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 
ds[0] ← ds[1] ← ds[2] ← ds[4] ← ds[8] 
ds[1]  ← ds[3] ← ds[5] ← ds[9] 
ds[2] ← ds[3] ← ds[6] ← ds[10] 
ds[3]  ← ds[7] ← ds[11] 
ds[4] ← ds[5] ← ds[6] ← ds[12] 
ds[5]  ← ds[7] ← ds[13] 
ds[6] ← ds[7] ← ds[14] 
ds[7]  ← ds[15] 
ds[8] ← ds[9] ← ds[10] ← ds[12]
ds[9]  ← ds[11] ← ds[13]
ds[10] ← ds[11] ← ds[14]
ds[11]  ← ds[15]
ds[12] ← ds[13] ← ds[14]
ds[13]  ← ds[15]
ds[14] ← ds[15] 
ds[15]  
 
Based on Table 1, the number of additions we need is 4*2(4-1)=32. Given n items, the number of 




























Figure 1. Comparison of the total number of additions 
 
One important feature of BISC1 is that it does not need any additional data structure (except for an 
array for direct supports) to derive the supports of all the itemsets. This is much more efficient compared 
to LCM which uses a memory-consuming complete prefix tree. 
However, this approach still has several problems (which are also inherent in LCM). First, the 
memory for storing direct supports is O(2n) (LCM also has this cost in addition to the cost of storing the 
prefix tree), which makes it impractical for large n. Second, the number of additions (n2n-1) is 
prohibitively expensive for large n. In addition, since the cost of this approach is decided by n, the 
optimal value of n should be adaptive to different databases/minimum supports. Simply fixing n (as in 
LCM) is inappropriate. To solve these problems, in Section 4.4 we further present a two-stage BSIC 
strategy (BISC2). BISC1 and BISC2 are combined with the basic projection technology for efficient FIM. 
4 Binary Itemset Support Counting for FIM 
This section presents BISC based FIM. We first partition the FIS of a database D into disjoint 
subsets based on the frequent items in D. To detect FIS(D), we transform D into its binary representation 
(BD). Based on the fact that mining FIS in D is equivalent to mining binary FIS in BD, we present BISC 
algorithm which combines two relevant techniques, BISC1 (one-stage BISC), and BISC2 (two-stage 
BISC), to minimize the cost of support updating and memory consumption for FIM in BD. Finally BISC 
is applied with the basic projection technology to derive FIS(D). 
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4.1 Problem partitioning 
To detect FIS in a database D with n frequent items, we can transform D by eliminating infrequent 
items and detect FIS in the transformed database (D’). It is easy to verify that mining FIS(D) is equivalent 
to mining FIS(D’). Below we assume that D has been transformed and only contains frequent items. 
Definition 1 (Basic itemset and problem partitioning). Let X={x1, x2, …, xn} be the complete set of 
frequent items in a database D, x1 < x2 < … < xn. Let Xi={xi}, i ∈ {1, …, n}, Xi is called a basic itemset. 
FIS(D) can be divided into n disjoint subsets. The ith subset (denoted as FISi(D), 1 ≤ i ≤ n) is the set of FIs 
that contain xi and items smaller than xi. The union of the first s subsets is denoted as sFIS(D), i.e., 
sFIS(D)=∪i=1,…,s FISi(D). 
For example, a database D with 4 unique items has 15 different itemsets if we do not count the 
empty itemset. If all of them are FIs, FIS(D) can be partitioned into four subsets: FIS1(D)={ {1} }; 
FIS2(D)={ {2} , {1,2} }; FIS3(D)={ {3}, {1,3}, {2,3}, {1,2,3} }; FIS4(D)={ {4}, {1, 4}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}, {1, 2, 
4}, {1,3,4}, {2, 3, 4}, {1,2,3,4} }. 
Definition 2 (s-projection). The s-projection of an itemset I, denoted as  sI, is defined as sI ={x|x∈I ∧  x ≤ 
xs}. sI is also called an s-itemset. The s-projection of a transaction T=(id, I), denoted as sT, is defined as sT 
=(id, sI). sT is also called an s-transaction. The s-projection of a database D, denoted as sD, is defined as 
sD={sT|T∈D}. sD is also called an s-database. s is called the projection size. 
Table 2 shows an example database with 6 frequent items (1, …, 6) and its 4-projection. 
TABLE 2 AN EXAMPLE TRANSACTION DATABASE 
 
T.id T.I 4-projection 4-Bin. Rep. T.id T.I 4-projection 4-Bin. Rep.
1 1,2,3,6 1,2,3 0111 9 1,3 1,3 0101 
2 1,2,4 1,2,4 1011 10 1,2,4,5 1,2,4 1011 
3 2,3,6 2,3 0110 11 1,3 1,3 0101 
4 1,2,5 1,2 0011 12 1,4,5 1,4 1001 
5 1,2,4 1,2,4 1011 13 2,3,4,6 2,3,4 1110 
6 2,4,5 2,4 1010 14 1,2,3,4,5 1,2,3,4 1111 
7 1,3,5 1,3 0101 15 1,3,4 1,3,4 1101 
8 2,3 2,3 0110 16 1,2,3 1,2,3 0111 
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Let I be an s-itemset, based on the Definition, we have  I ⊆ sX, and I can be represented as the union 
of basic itemsets, i.e., I=∪(i: xi∈I)Xi. Since T and 
sT have the same id and each transaction has a unique id in 
D, transaction projection from D to sD is a bijective, thus |D|=|sD|. 
Theorem 1 (Projected database). sFIS(D) = FIS(sD). 
Proof. First we prove that sFIS(D) ⊆  FIS(sD). Based on the definition, ∀i≤s, iX⊆sX. Thus ∀J, J∈ FISi(D), 
i ≤s⇒J⊆iX ⇒ J ⊆sX. Since sFIS(D)=∪i=1,…,s FISi(D), for ∀ I, I ∈ sFIS(D) ⇒ I ⊆sX. Let DI={T|I ⊆T, 
T∈D}, we have SupD(I)=|DI|, and ∀T, T∈ DI ⇒ I⊆T ⇒ I⊆sT. 
Similarly, we have∀T, T∉ DI ⇒ ¬( I⊆T)⇒ ¬( I⊆sT). 
Since the projection from D to sD is a bijective, we have |DI|=|sDI|. Therefore, ∀R, R∈sDI⇒  I⊆R, 
and ∀R, R∈sD ∧ R∉sDI⇒ ¬ (I⊆R). That is, SupsD(I)= SupsDI(I) =|sDI|= |DI|= SupD(I) ≥ minSup. Thus I ∈ 
FIS(sD), and we have sFIS(D) ⊆  FIS(sD). 
Similarly we can prove that sFIS(D) ⊇  FIS(sD). Thus sFIS(D) ⊆  FIS(sD).  
Based on Theorem 1, the first s subsets of FIS(D) can be mined directly from sD. 
4.2 Binary transformation 
Since an s-itemset I contains at most s items in sX, we can use an s-bit binary integer to represent I. 
Definition 3 (Binary itemset). Let {Y1, Y2, …,Ys} be a set of s-bit binary integers, Y1=0…01, 
Y2=0…10,…, Ys=1…00, i.e., Yi=(YisYi,s-1... Yi1), where Yij=0 if j≠ i and Yij=1 if j= i, i,j∈{1,..., s}, then Yi is 
called a basic s-binary itemset. An s-bit binary integer B is called an s-binary itemset. 
Based on the definition, an s-binary itemset B can be represented as the logic OR of basic s-binary 
itemsets, i.e., B=∨(i: Bi=1)Yi, where Bi represents the ith bit of B (B1 represents the right-most bit of B). For 
simplicity, we will use decimal integer to represent B whenever the context is clear. 
Definition 4 (Binary/Item transformation). Let sIS / sBS be the set of all the s-itemsets / s-binary 
itemsets, binary transformation (bt: sIS → sBS) of an s-itemset I is defined as bt(I)=∨(i: xi∈ I)Yi. Item 
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transformation (it: sBS → sIS) of an s-binary itemset B is defined as it(B)={xj|Bj=1}. bt(I) is called the 
binary representation of I, and it(B) is called the item representation of B. 
For example, Table 2 shows the binary representations of all the 4-itemsets in the original database. 
Based on the definition, it is easy to verify that, 1) bt(Xi)=Yi, and it(Yi)=Xi; 2) bt and it are both 
bijective; and 3) bt is an inverse function of it, and vice versa. Furthermore, bt(I) = ∨(i:xi∈I)Yi ⇒ bt(I) = ∨(i: 
xi∈I)bt(Xi). Since I=∪(i: xi∈I)Xi, we have bt(∪(i: xi∈I)Xi) = ∨(i: xi∈I)bt(Xi). Since bt is bijective, we have the 
conclusion that bt is an isomorphism from (sIS, ∪) to (sBS, ∨). Similarly, it is an isomorphism from (sBS, 
∨) to (sIS, ∪).   
Instead of detecting the support of an itemset I in a database D, we can derive the support of bt(I) in 
the binary transformation of D as defined below. 
Definition 5 (Binary database). Let T be an s-transaction, the binary transformation of T, denoted as 
bt(T), is defined as bt(T)=(T.id, bt(T.I)). bt(T) is called the binary representation of T, and also called an 
s-binary transaction. Given an s-database D, the binary transformation of D, denoted as bt(D), is defined 
as bt(D)={bt(T)|T∈D}. bt(D) is called the binary representation of D, and also an s-binary database. 
For example, in Table 2 the 4-Transaction of Transaction (1, {1, 2, 3, 6} ) is (1, {1, 2, 3} ), and the 
corresponding 4-Binary Transaction is (1, 0111). 
Based on the definition, an s-binary transaction BT is a couple (id, BI), where id is the identifier and 
BI is an s-binary itemset. Since each transaction in D has a unique id, ∀ T1∈D, T2∈D, and T1 ≠ T2⇒ 
bt(T1)≠ bt(T2). Thus the binary transformation bt: D→ bt(D) is a bijective, and |D|=|bt(D)|. Furthermore, 
we have ∀ D’, D’⊆ D ⇒ bt(D’) ⊆ bt(D).  
Algorithm 1 transforms a database into its s-binary database. The algorithm first creates all the basic 
s-binary itemsets (array Y). It then transforms each transaction into its binary representation, and adds the 
transformed transaction into the binary database.  
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Algorithm 1 s-binary database transformation 
Input:  1) D: a transaction database; 2) items: frequent items in D; 3) s: projection size 
Output: bt(sD) , the s-binary representation of sD 
Method: getBD(D, items, s){ 
    BD=∅; 
    for(i=0; i<s; i++)  
        Y[items[i]]=2i; 
    for(i=s; i<|items|; i++) 
        Y[items[i]]=0; 
    for each transaction T in D 
       B=0; 
        for each item k in the itemset of T 
B= B ∨ Y(k); 
        BD = BD ∪ {( T.id, B)}; 
    return BD; 
} 
4.3 One-stage binary itemset support counting 
Definition 6 (Binary contain). Given two s-binary itemsets B and C, if B ∧ C = C, where ∧ represents 
the logic AND operation, B is said to contain C, denoted as C ⊆ B. An s-binary transaction BT is also 
said to contain C, denoted as C ⊆ BT, if C ⊆ BT.BI. 
Lemma 1 (Contain equivalence). Let T be an s-transaction, I, J be two s-itemsets, I is the itemset of T, 
BI, BJ be two s-binary itemsets, BI=bt(I), and BJ=bt(J), then J⊆ I ⇔ BJ⊆ BI, and J⊆ T ⇔ BJ⊆ bt(T). 
Proof. Since J⊆ I, ∀ xi, xi ∈ J ⇒ xi ∈I. On the other hand, BI = bt(I) ⇒ BI = ∨(i: xi∈I)bt(Xi), and BJ = bt(J) 
⇒ BJ= ∨(i:xi∈J)bt(Xi). Thus ∀i, BJi=1 ⇒ BIi=1. Therefore, BI∧ BJ= BJ, i.e., BJ⊆ BI, and we have J⊆ I ⇒ 
BJ⊆ BI. Similarly BJ⊆ BI ⇒ J⊆ I. Thus J⊆ I ⇔ BJ⊆ BI. 
J⊆ T⇒ J⊆ I⇒ BJ⊆ BI⇒ BJ⊆ bt(I) ⇒ BJ⊆ bt(T).BI⇒ BJ ⊆ bt(T). Similarly, BJ⊆ bt(T)⇒ J⊆ T. 
Thus J⊆ T ⇔ BJ⊆ bt(T).   
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For example, in Table 2 the 4-transaction (1, {1, 2, 3}) contains a 4-itemset {2,3}, and the 
corresponding 4-binary transaction (1, 0111) contains the 4-binary itemset 0110, and these containing 
relationships are equivalent. 
Definition 7 (s-frequent binary itemset). The support of an s-binary itemset B in an s-binary database 
BD, denoted as SupBD(B), is defined as the total number of binary transactions that contain B in BD, i.e., 
SupBD(B)=|{BT|B⊆BT, BT∈BD}|. If SupBD(B)≥ minSup, then B is an s-frequent binary itemset in BD. The 
complete set of s-frequent binary itemsets in BD is denoted as FBS(BD). 
Theorem 2 (Support/FIS equivalence). Let I be an s-itemset and D be an s-database,  we have, (a) 
SupD(I)= SupBD(bt(I)), (b) FIS(D) = it(FBS(BD)), where BD=bt(D), and it(FBS(BD))={it(B)| B∈ 
FBS(BD)}.  
Proof. (a) Let DI={T|I ⊆T, T∈D}, we have SupD(I)=|DI|. Based on Lemma 1, ∀T, T∈ DI ⇔ I⊆T ⇔ 
bt(I)⊆ bt(T) and ∀T, T∉ DI ⇔ ¬( I⊆T) ⇔ ¬( bt(I)⊆ bt(T). Since bt: D→ bt(D) is a bijective, we have 
|DI|=|bt(DI)|. Therefore, ∀BT, BT∈ bt(DI) ⇔ bt(I)⊆BT, and ∀BT, BT∈BD ∧ BT∉bt(DI)⇒ ¬ (bt(I)⊆BT). 
That is, SupBD(bt(I))= Supbt(DI)(bt(I)) =|bt(DI)|= |DI|= SupD(I).  
(b) Based on (a), for ∀I, I∈ FIS(D) ⇒ SupD(I)= SupBD(bt(I)) ⇒ bt(I)∈ FBS(BD). Since it is an 
isomorphism from (sBS, ∨) to (sIS, ∪), it(bt(I))∈it(FBS(BD)). Since it is the inverse function of bt, we 
have it(bt(I))=I. Thus I ∈it(FBS(BD)), and FIS(D) ⊆ it(FBS(BD)). Similarly FIS(D) ⊇ it(FBS(BD)). 
Therefore FIS(D) = it(FBS(BD)).  
Based on Theorem 2, mining frequent itemsets in D is equivalent to mining frequent binary itemsets 
in bt(D). For example, in Table 2 the support of the 4-binary itemset 0110 (bt({2,3}) in the 4-binary 
database is 6, which is the same as the support of the 4-itemset {2,3} in the 4-database. If minSup =6, then 
the FIS of the 4-database is {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {1,2}, {1,3}, {1,4}, {2,3}, {2,4}}, and FBS of the 4-
binary database is {0001, 0010, 0100, 1000, 0011, 0101, 1001, 0110, 1010}. This verifies that FIS(D) = 
it(FBS(BD)). 
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Definition 8 (Direct supports). Let BD be an s-binary database, the direct support of an s-binary itemset 
B in BD, denoted as DSBD(B),  is the number of binary transactions that are equal to B in BD, i.e., 
DSBD(B)=|{BT|BT.BI = B, BT∈ BD}|. 
To derive the direct supports of all the binary itemsets, we need only scan BD once. Each time we 
read an s-binary transaction BT, we add the direct support of BT.BI by one.  
Lemma 2 shows the relationship in between direct supports and supports.  
Lemma 2 (Direct supports). Let B be an s-binary itemset and BD be an s-binary database. Then 
SupBD(B)=∑(BI: B⊆ BI ∧ BI∈sBS)DSBD(BI). That is, the support of B is the sum of the direct supports of all the s-
binary itemsets that contain B. 
Proof. Let BI, BI1, BI2 be s-binary itemsets, BI1≠BI2, and BDBI = {BT|BT.BI=BI, BT∈BD}, we have, 
DSBD(BI)=|BDBI|, and BDBI1∩BDBI2=∅. Thus let BD2=∪(BI: B⊆BI,BI∈sBS)BDBI, we have |BD2|=∑(BI: B⊆BI ∧ 
BI∈
s
BS)DSBD(BI). For ∀BT, BT∈BD, B⊆BT⇒ BT∈BD2. Based on the definition, For ∀BT, BT∈BD2 ⇒ 
B⊆BT, therefore SupBD2(B)=|BD2|. On the other hand, for ∀BT, BT∈BD, B⊆BT⇒BT∈BD2, therefore, 
SupBD(B)= SupBD2(B) = |BD2| = ∑(B⊆ BI, BI∈sBS)DSBD(BI).  
Theorem 3 proves the idea of deriving supports based on direct supports as illustrated in Section 3. 
Theorem 3 (BISC1). Given an s-binary database BD, let ds be the array of direct supports for all the s-
binary itemsets, and update ds for s-rounds as follows: at round i (i=1,…,s), for ∀B, B∈sBS, if Bi=0, 
dsi[B]= dsi-1[B]+dsi-1[B∨2i-1], where dsi[B] represents ds[B] after round i, and ds0[B] =DSDB(B), then 
dss[B]=SupBD(B). 
Proof. Let B be an s-binary itemset, BS(B,i)= {BI|B⊆BI, BI∈sBS, BI≤M(B,i)}, where M(B,i) is an s-binary 
itemset, M(B,i) = Bs…Bi+111…1. Thus BS(B,i) is the set of binary itemsets that contain BI and no larger 
than M(B,i). We define sr(B,i)=∑(BI:BI∈BS(B,i))ds0[BI]. Since M(B,s)= 11…1, For ∀BI, BI∈sBS ⇒ 
BI≤M(B,s), thus sr(B,s)= ∑(BI:BI∈{B⊆BI,BI∈sBS})ds0[BI]  = SupDB(BI). Next we prove dsi[B]=sr(B,i). 
At round 1, if B1=0, ds1[B]= ds0[B]+ds0[B∨20]. Since M(B,1)= B∨20, B and B∨20 are the only two s-
binary itemsets that are no larger than M(B,1) and contain B. Thus sr(B, 1)= ds0[B]+ds0[B∨20] = ds1[B]. 
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If B1=1, ds1[B]= ds0[B]. Since M(B,1)= B∨20 = B, and B is the only s-binary itemset that is no larger than 
M(B,1) and contains B, thus sr(B, 1)= ds0[B] =sr(B,1). 
Assume after round i, i>0, dsi[B]=sr(B,i), next we prove that at round i+1, dsi+1[B]= sr(B, i+1). 
If Bi+1=0, i.e., B= Bs…Bi+20Bi…B1, then dsi+1[B] = dsi[B] + dsi[C]=sr(B,i)+sr(C,i), where C= 
B∨2i=Bs…Bi+21Bi…B1. Based on the definition, M(B,i)= Bs…Bi+201…1, M(B,i+1)= Bs…Bi+211…1, and 
M(C,i)= Bs…Bi+211…1, thus M(B,i+1)=M(C,i), and M(B,i)<C. M(B,i)<C ⇒ {BI|C⊆BI, BI∈sBS, 
BI≤M(B,i)}=∅. 
Thus BS(C,i) = {BI|C⊆BI, BI∈sBS, BI≤M(C,i)} = {BI| C⊆BI, BI∈sBS, BI≤M(B,i)} ∪ {BI|C⊆BI, 
BI∈sBS, M(B,i) < BI ≤ M(C,i)} = {BI|C⊆BI, BI∈sBS, M(B,i)<BI≤M(C,i)}. 
BS(B,i+1) = {BI| B⊆BI, BI∈sBS, BI≤M(B,i+1)} = {BI|B⊆BI, BI∈sBS, BI≤M(B,i)} ∪ {BI| B⊆BI, 
BI∈sBS, M(B,i)<BI≤M(C,i)}, Let BS0= {BI|B⊆BI, BI∈sBS, M(B,i)<BI≤M(C,i)}, we have 
BS(B,i+1) = BS(B,i) ∪ BS0   (1) 
For ∀BJ, BJ∈ BS(C,i)⇒ BJ>M(B,i) ⇒ BJi+1=1 ⇒ C⊆ BJ. B⊆ C ⇒ B⊆ BJ. Thus BJ∈BS0, and 
BS(C,i)⊆ BS0. For ∀BJ, BJ∈BS0⇒B⊆BJ and M(B,i)<BJ≤M(C,i). Thus BJi+1=1, and B∨2i⊆BJ, i.e., 
C⊆BJ. Therefore, BJ∈ BS(C,i), and BS0⊆ BS(C,i). Thus  
BS0 = BS(C,i)     (2) 
From (1) and (2), BS(B,i+1) = BS(B,i) ∪  BS(C,i). Since M(B,i)<C, for ∀BJ, BJ∈BS(C,i)⇒ C⊆BJ⇒ 
C≤BJ ⇒ M(B,i)<BJ. For ∀BK, BK∈BS(B,i)⇒ BK≤ M(B,i). Thus ∀BJ, BK, BJ∈BS(C,i), BK∈BS(B,i) ⇒ 
BK<BJ, i.e., BS(B,i)∩BS(C,i) = ∅. Thus sr(B,i+1)= ∑(BI:BI∈BS(B,i+1)ds0[BI] = ∑(BI:BI∈BS(B,i)ds0[BI]+ 
∑(BI:BI∈BS(C,i)ds0[BI] = sr(B,i)+sr(C,i) = dsi[B]+dsi[C] = dsi+1[B]. 
If Bi+1=1, sr(B, i+1)= sr(B, i) =dsi[B]=dsi+1[B].  
All together, dsi+1[B]= sr(B, i+1). By induction on i, we have dss[B]= sr(B, s)= SupDB(BI).  
Theorem 3 allows us to detect the supports of all the s-binary itemsets in an s-binary database based 
on their direct supports via s rounds of addition operations. At round i, we only update the direct supports 
of the binary itemsets whose bit i is 0. Let US(i) be the set of s-binary itemsets whose direct supports need 
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be updated at round i, it is easy to verify that US(i) can be divided into 2s-i disjoint subsets, each group 
contains 2i-1 contiguous s-binary itemsets. For example, Table 1 shows the update operations for a 4-
binary database. At round 1, 2, 3, and 4, the numbers of disjoint subsets are 8, 4, 2, and 1, and each subset 
contains 1, 2, 4, and 8 binary itemsets, respectively. 
Formally, US(i)={B|B∈sBS, Bi=0} = ∪(j=0,…, 2s-i-1)US(i, j), where US(i, j)={BI| j2i ≤ BI < j2i+2i-1}. 
This divides US(i) into 2s-i disjoint subsets. Based on this result and Theorem 3, we have Algorithm 2 for 
one-stage binary itemset support counting. 
Algorithm 2 One-stage Binary itemset support counting (BISC1) 
Input:  1) ds: array for direct supports of all the s-binary itemsets in bt(D); 2) prefix: prefix 
itemset of D; 3) items: frequent items in D; 4) s: projection size 
Output: FIS of database D 
Method: BISC1(ds, prefix, items, s){ 
    FIS=∅; 
    for(i=1; i≤s; i++) 
        for(j=0; j<2s-i; j++) 
            for(k=j*2i ; k < j*2i+2i-1; k++) 
ds[k]+=ds [k∨ 2i-1]; 
    for(i=0; i<2s; i++) 
        if(ds[i] ≥minSup) 
            FIS  = FIS ∪  {prefix∪it( i, items)}; 
    return FIS; 
} 
 
The algorithm first performs s rounds update on the direct supports of binary itemsets to derive their 
supports. At each round i, it iteratively updates the direct supports of s-binary itemsets in US(i). It then 
generates frequent itemset for each s-binary itemset whose support is no smaller than minSup (function it 
transforms an s-binary itemset i into itemset based on items). 
BISC1 is more efficient (both time and space) than LCM because it does not need the expensive 
complete prefix tree. However, it is still expensive as n grows because its time-complexity is O(n2n-1) (see 
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Section 4.5 for detailed analysis) and the space complexity is O(2n) (for storing direct supports). In the 
next section we present a two-stage BISC algorithm to improve the time and space efficiency. 
4.4 Two-stage binary itemset support counting 
Definition 9 (Binary prefix/suffix). Given an s-binary itemset B, the f-bit binary itemset (f≤s) that 
consists of the highest/lowest f bits of B is called the f-binary prefix/suffix of B, denoted as Pf(B)/Sf(B). 
The set of all the f-binary prefixes ({0, 1, 2, …, 2f-1}) is called the f-binary prefix set, denoted as fBPS. 
The combination of Pf(B) and Ss-f(B) is defined as com(Pf(B), Ss-f(B)) = (Pf(B)<<(s-f)) ∨ Ss-f(B), where << 
is the bit left shift operation. Given an f-binary itemset P, if P ⊆ Pf(B), B is said to pre-contain P, denoted 
as P ∠ B. An s-binary transaction BT is also said to pre-contain P if P ∠ BT.BI, denoted as P ∠ BT. 
Based on the definition, B = com(Pf(B), Ss-f(B)). Table 3 shows the 6-binary database of the database 
in Table 2 and the 3-binary prefixes/suffixes of the itemsets of all the binary transactions. 
TABLE 3 6-BINARY DATABASE AND BINARY PREFIXES/SUFFIXES 
 
BT.id BT.BI 3-bin. pre. 3-bin. suf. BT.id BT.BI 3-bin. pre. 3-bin. suf.
1 100111 100 111 9 000101 000 101 
2 001011 001 011 10 011011 011 011 
3 100110 100 110 11 000101 000 101 
4 010011 010 011 12 011001 011 001 
5 001011 001 011 13 101110 101 110 
6 011010 011 010 14 011111 011 111 
7 010101 010 101 15 001101 001 101 
8 000110 000 110 16 000111 000 111 
 
Definition 10 (FBS(BD) partitioning). Given an s-binary database BD, FBS(BD) can be partitioned into 
2f disjoint subsets (0<f<s). The Pth subset (0 ≤ P < 2f), denoted as FBSP(BD), is the set of s-frequent 
binary itemsets with the same f-binary prefix P, i.e., FBSP(BD) ={B|B∈ FBS(BD) ∧ Pf(B) =P}. The direct 
support of an f-binary prefix P in BD is the number of binary transactions in BD whose binary itemsets’ 
f-binary prefix is P, i.e., DSBD(P)=|{BT|P= Pf(BT.BI), BT∈ BD}|. The support of P in BD is the number of 
binary transactions in BD that pre-contain P, i.e., SupBD(P)=|{BT|P∠BT, BT∈ BD}|. If SupBD(P) ≥ 
minSup, then P is called an f-frequent binary prefix in BD.  
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Table 4 shows the direct supports and supports of all the 3-binary prefixes in the 6-binary database of 
Table 3. 
TABLE 4 DIRECT SUPPORTS AND SUPPORTS OF BINARY PREFIXES 
 
Prefix 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111 
Direct support 4 3 2 4 2 1 0 0 
Support 16 8 6 4 3 1 0 0 
 
Lemma 3 (Binary prefix). If an f-binary prefix P is not frequent in an s-binary database BD, then 
FBSP(BD) =∅. 
Proof. If FBSP(BD) ≠ ∅, then ∃ B, B∈ FBSP(BD). Let BDB={BT|B⊆BT, BT∈BD}, then |BDB |≥minSup. 
B∈FBSP(BD)⇒Pf(B)=P. Therefore, ∀BT, BT∈BDB⇒B⊆BT⇒P∠BT. Thus SupBD(P)≥|BDB|≥ minSup, i.e., 
P is an f-frequent binary prefix. This contradicts with the given condition. Thus FBSP(BD) = ∅.   
Based on Lemma 3, there is no need to detect FBSP(BD) if P is not frequent. Therefore we can detect 
FBS(BD) in two stages. We first detect all the f-frequent binary prefixes. Then for each frequent binary 
prefix P, we detect FBSP(BD). 
4.4.1 Detecting f-frequent binary prefixes 
Definition 11 (Binary prefix/suffix database). Given an s-binary transaction BT, substitute BT.BI with 
its f-binary prefix/suffix, the derived binary transaction is called an f-binary prefix/suffix transaction, 
denoted as Pf(BT)/ Sf(BT). Given an s-binary database BD, substitute each binary transaction with its f-
binary prefix/ suffix transaction, the derived binary database is called an f-binary prefix/suffix database, 
denoted as Pf(BD)/Sf(BD). 
Table 5 shows the 3-binary prefix database of the 6-binary database in Table 3. 
TABLE 5 AN EXAMPLE 3-BINARY PREFIX DATABASE 
 
BT.id BT.BI BT.id BT.BI BT.id BT.BI BT.id BT.BI 
1 100 5 001 9 000 13 101 
2 001 6 011 10 011 14 011 
3 100 7 010 11 000 15 001 
4 010 8 000 12 011 16 000 
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Lemma 4 (Binary prefix database). Let P be an f-binary prefix, and BD be an s-binary database. Then 
we have DSBD(P) = DSPf(BD)(P), and SupBD(P) = SupPf (BD)(P). 
Proof. Let DSS={BT|P= Pf(BT), BT∈ BD}, and PDSS= {BPT|P = Pf(BPT), BPT∈ Pf(BD)}, we have  
DSBD(P) = |DSS|, and DSPf(BD)(P) = |PDSS|. 
∀BPT, BPT∈ Pf(BD)⇒ BPT is an f-binary prefix transaction ⇒ Pf(BPT)=BPT. Thus PDSS={BPT| 
BPT.BI = P, BPT∈ Pf(BD)}. Therefore for ∀BT, BT∈ DSS ⇒ P=Pf(BT) ⇒ Pf(BT) ∈ PDSS, and for ∀BT, 
BT∉ DSS ⇒ P≠ Pf(BT) ⇒ Pf(BT) ∉ PDSS. 
Since each binary transaction has a unique id, the prefix projection operation Pf : BD→ Pf(BD) is a 
bijective. Thus |DSS|= |PDSS|, and DSBD(P) = DSPf (BD)(P). 
Similarly, SupBD(P) = SupPf(BD)(P).  
This lemma shows that we need only check the first f bits of the binary itemset of each transaction in 
BD to derive the direct support of all the binary prefixes, based on which we can further derive the 
supports of the binary prefixes using BISC1. 
4.4.2 Detecting FBSP(BD) 
Definition 12 (Common prefix binary database). Given an s-binary database BD and an f-binary prefix 
P, the P-common prefix binary database of BD, denoted as PBD, is the set of all the binary transactions 
that pre-contain P in BD, i.e., PBD ={BT| P ∠ BT ∧ BT ∈ BD}.  
Table 6 shows 100BD, the common prefix binary database for prefix 100, based on the 6-binary 
database in Table 3. Note that the binary transaction (13, 101110) is included because it pre-contains 100. 
TABLE 6 COMMON PREFIX BINARY DATABASE FOR BINARY PREFIX 100 
 
T.id T.I T.id T.I T.id T.I
1 100111 3 100110 13 101110
 
Lemma 5 (Support in common prefix binary database). Given an s-binary itemset B with prefix P and 
an s-binary database BD, SupBD(B)= SupPBD(B). 
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Proof. Since P ∠ B, for ∀ BT, BT ∈BD ∧ B ⊆ BT  ⇒ P ∠ BT ⇒ BT ∈ PBD. Thus all the binary 
transactions in BD that contain B are in PBD. Since PBD ⊆ D, we have SupBD(B)= SupPBD(B).  
Therefore, to find the support of B, we need only check it in PBD. For example, the support of 
100110 is 3 in the 6-binary database in Table 3, which is the same as that in 100BD of Table 6. 
Theorem 4 (Mining FBSP(BD)) Given an s-binary database BD and an f-binary prefix P, 
FBSP(BD)={com(P,S)|S ∈FBS(Ss-fPBD)}. 
Proof. ∀B, B ∈ FBSP(BD) ⇒ Pf(B)=P ⇒ SupDB(B)= SupPDB(B), thus FBSP(BD)⊆FBSP(PBD). PBD⊆BD⇒ 
FBSP(BD)⊇FBSP(PBD). Thus FBSP(BD)=FBSP(PBD). 
For ∀B, BT, if B∈ FBSP(PBD), BT∈PBD, and B⊆BT, we have, Pf(B)=P⊆ Pf(BT) and Ss-f(B)⊆ Ss-
f(BT). B∈ FBSP(PBD) ⇒ |{BT|B⊆BT, BT∈ PBD}|≥ minSup ⇒ |{SBT|Ss-f(B)⊆SBT, SBT∈Ss-f PBD }|≥ 
minSup⇒ Ss-f(B) ∈FBS(Ss-fPBD). Let FBS1= {com(P,S)|S ∈FBS(Ss-fPBD)}, we have com(P, Ss-fB)∈ FBS1. 
Since com(P, Ss-fB)=B, we have B ∈ FBS1. Thus FBSP(PBD)⊆ FBS1. 
For ∀B, B∈ FBS1 ⇒ Ss-fB∈ FBS(Ss-fPBD), i.e., there are at least minSup (s-f)-binary suffix 
transactions that contain Ss-fB in Ss-fPBD. For each of these binary suffix transactions, the prefix of the 
original binary transaction is always P, therefore all the original binary transactions contain B and they 
are contained in PBD, thus, B ∈ FBSP(PBD), and we have FBSP(PBD) ⊇ FBS1. 
All together, we have FBS1= = {com(P,S)|S ∈FBS(Ss-fPBD)} = FBSP(PBD)= FBSP(BD).  
Theorem 4 indicates that to mine FBSP(BD), we can first detect all the (s-f)-frequent binary itemsets 
in Ss-fPBD, and then combine each of them with the prefix P.  
Table 7 shows S6-3100BD (i.e., S3100BD), the 3-binary suffix database of 100BD in Table 6. Let 
minSup=2, the 3-frequent binary itemsets in S6-3100BD are {010,100,110}. Thus FBS100(BD)={100010, 
100100, 100110}. 
TABLE 7 3-BINARY SUFFIX DATABASE OF 100BD 
 
T.id T.I T.id T.I T.id T.I
1 111 3 110 13 110
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To mine FBS(Ss-fPBD), once again, we can use BISC1. First we get the direct support for each (s-f)-
binary itemset in Ss-fPBD. Direct construction of each Ss-fPBD may be expensive because for each f-
frequent binary prefix P we need construct Ss-fPBD. Below we present an efficient approach to derive the 
direct supports of (s-f)-binary itemsets in Ss-fPBD. 
Definition 13 (s-binary database partitioning) Given an s-binary database BD, we can partition it into 
2f disjoint sub-sets (1≤f≤s). The Pth subset, denoted as BDP, is the set of s-binary transactions in BD with 
the same f-binary prefix P. BDP is also called an equal prefix binary database. 
Based on Definition 13, we have, PBD = ∪(Q: P⊆Q ∧ Q∈fBPS) BDQ, and Ss-fPBD=∪(Q: P⊆Q ∧ Q∈fBPS) Ss-fBDQ. 
Since the equal prefix bitmap databases are disjoint, we have, ∀ i, j, i≠j ⇒Ss-fBDi ∩Ss-fBDj =∅. Thus, for 
∀ (s-f)-bitmap itemset B, DSSs-f(PBD)(B)=∑Q:P⊆Q ∧ Q∈fBPS DSSs-f BDQ (B).  
This allows us to get the direct support of B in Ss-fPBD based on the direct supports of B in the binary 
suffix databases of related equal prefix binary databases, which need only be constructed once 
beforehand. In this way we can find the direct support of all (s-f)-binary itemsets in Ss-fPBD without 
constructing Ss-fPBD. Based on the direct supports, we can then get the supports of all the (s-f)-binary 
itemsets in Ss-fPBD by applying BISC1. 
Table 8 and 9 show BD100 and BD101, the equal prefix binary databases of 3-binary prefixes 100 and 
101, respectively, based on the 6-binary database in Table 3. It is easy to verify that 100BD, the common 
prefix binary database of 100, is the union of BD100, BD101, BD110, and BD111 (BD110 and BD111 are both 
empty). Similarly, S6-3100BD, the binary suffix database of 100BD, is the union of the binary suffix databases 
of BD100, BD101, BD110, and BD111. 
TABLE 8 EQUAL PREFIX BINARY DATABASE FOR BINARY PREFIX 100 
 
T.id T.I 3-pref. 3-suf. T.id T.I 3-pref. 3-suf. 
1 100111 100 111 3 100110 100 110 
 
 
TABLE 9 EQUAL PREFIX BINARY DATABASE FOR BINARY PREFIX 101 
 
T.id T.I 3-pref. 3-suf.
13 101110 101 110
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Based on Lemmas 4, 5 and Theorem 4, we have 
Algorithm 3 Two-stage BISC (BISC2) 
Input:  1) BD: an s-binary database; 2) prefix: prefix itemset of D; 3) items: frequent items in D; 
4) s: projection size; 5) f: number of bits for binary prefix 
Output: FIS in the original database D 
Method: BISC2(BD, prefix, items, s, f){ 
    FIS=∅; 
    for each binary transaction BT in BD 
        dsPrefix[ BT.BI >> (s-f) ]++; 
    FBPS= bt(BISC1(dsPrefix, ∅, items, f)); 
    get_ all_Ss-fBDP(); 
for each P in FBPS 
    clear ds[]; 
        for (i=P; i<2f; i++) 
if(P ∠ i) 
     for each Binary transaction BT in Ss-fBDi 
         ds[BT.BI]++; 
        FIS = FIS ∪  BISC1 (ds, prefix∪it(P, items), items,  s-f); 
    return FIS; 
} 
 
BISC2 first gets the direct supports for all the f-binary prefixes, and detects all the f-frequent binary 
prefixes using BISC1. It then invokes get_ all_Ss-fBDP() which scans BD once to derive the (s-f)-binary 
suffix databases of all the equal prefix binary databases. For each f-frequent binary prefix P, the algorithm 
first derives the direct supports of all the (s-f)-binary suffixes in Ss-fPBD, and then uses BISC1 to detect all 
the (s-f)-frequent binary itemsets in Ss-fPBD, and add the corresponding s-frequent binary itemsets to FIS. 
4.5 Adaptive binary itemset support counting 
This section analyzes the time complexity of BISC1 and BISC2, and combines them for optimal 
performance. For time complexity analysis we focus on memory access because the major time cost of 
BISC algorithms is for accessing array elements (direct supports and databases), and memory access is 
more expensive than basic internal operations. We use the following notations in our analysis: 
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s: database projection size;  f: number of bits for binary prefix; 
t: total number of transactions; d: total number of item instances in a database. 
4.5.1 Time complexity of BISC1 
The major costs for BISC1 are, 1) Deriving binary database and direct supports (BISC1 takes ds as 
input so that it can be used in BISC2. However, if we use BISC1 independently, we need derive direct 
supports similar as in BISC2); 2) Deriving supports.  
To derive the direct supports of all binary itemsets, we first convert each transaction into its binary 
representation (32-bit integer in our implementation) and then increment the direct support of the 
corresponding binary itemset, which need access t transactions and d total item instances. Thus the total 
memory access is d+t (each memory access refers to a basic unit access, integer in our implementation). 
Binary transformation of transactions is implemented via table looking up (see Algorithm 1), which needs 
d memory access. The cost of adding the binary transactions to binary database is t. Thus the total cost is 
2d+2t. In addition, we need 2s memory units to store the direct supports of binary itemsets, which need to 
be set to 0 initially. Thus the total cost of getting the direct supports is 2d+2t+ 2s.  
The cost of deriving supports of all the itemsets is s2s (each addition operation involves two memory 
accesses). Let C1 be the cost for BISC1, we have C1= (s+1)2s + 2d + 2t. 
4.5.2 Time complexity of BISC2 
The major costs for BISC2 are, 1) deriving binary database (Note: BISC2 takes BD as input so that it 
can be used in Algorithm 4. We should count this cost if we use BISC2 independently); 2) detecting 
frequent binary prefixes; 3) detecting FBSP(BD) for all the frequent binary prefixes. 
1) Similar to the analysis in Section 4.5.1, the cost of deriving binary database is 2d+2t. 
2) Detecting frequent binary prefixes. The cost for deriving direct supports of prefixes is 2t +2f (2t 
for reading t binary transactions and incrementing the direct supports of their prefixes, and 2f for 
initializing the direct supports to 0). The cost for deriving the supports of all the prefixes is f2f, and the 
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cost for comparing each support with minSup to derive the frequent binary itemset is 2f. Thus the cost of 
detecting frequent binary prefixes is (f+2)2f + 2t. 
3) Detecting FBSP(BD) for all the frequent binary prefixes. 
First we construct all the binary suffix databases of all the equal prefix binary databases (i.e., Ss-
fBDP), which are held in a continuous integer array. For each database we need initialize its starting 
address and current position, which costs 2*2f.  We need also access each binary database transaction and 
add its suffix to the corresponding Ss-fBDP, thus the total cost is 2f+1 + 2t. 
Next we detect FBSP(BD) for each frequent prefix P. Each FBSP(BD) is detected via BISC1 
algorithm. Of all the 2f prefixes, we assume m2f are frequent, where m is called the multifactor. To detect 
each FBSP(BD), first we get the direct supports for all the (s-f)-binary itemsets (totally 2s-f) in Ss-fPBD. The 
cost of initializing the memory to store their direct supports is 2s-f. Based on the analysis in Section 4.4.2, 
DSSs-fPBD(B)=∑j:P⊆j ∧ j∈fBPS DSSs-f BDj (B). The average size of each equal prefix binary database Ss-fBDj is t/2
f, 
and the number of equal prefix binary databases that contribute to the direct support of an (s-f)-binary 
itemset may be 20, 21, …, or 2f. To simplify our analysis, practically we assume the average number is 2f-2. 
To get the direct supports, we need first access each binary transaction in each Ss-fBDj, and then increment 
the corresponding direct support, therefore the average cost of getting direct supports is 2(t/2f)2f-2=t/2. 
Second we get supports of all the frequent (s-f)-binary itemsets in Ss-fPBD, which is (s-f)2s-f (similar to 
previous analysis). Thus the cost to detect FBSP(BD) for all the frequent binary prefixes is 2f+1 + 2t+ (2s-f 
+t/2+(s-f)2s-f)* m2f= 2f+1 + 2t+ m(t2f-1+ (s-f+1) 2s). 
Let C2 be the total cost of BISC2, we have C2= 2d+2t+(f+2)2f + 2t+ 2f+1 + 2t + m(t2f-1+ (s-f+1) 2s) 
=2d+t(6+m2f-1)+(f+4)2f+m(s-f+1)2s. 
4.5.3 Deciding the optimal value of f 
If the values of s, d, t, and m remain the same, the cost of BISC2 is decided by f. To find the minimal 
value of C2, we need dC2/df=0, i.e., dC2/df=2f(ln2)mt/2+(f+4)(ln2)2f + 2f-m2s = 2f((ln2)mt/2 + 
(f+4)(ln2)+ 1) - m2s = 0. Thus the optimal value of f is f ≈ s-log2 [0.35t+0.35s/m+3.77/m]. 
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The value of m is set as 0.5 initially. Each time BISC2 is called, m is updated based on its average 
value as m= (mb+p/2f)/(b+1), where b is the number of previous BISC2 function calls, and p is the 
number of frequent prefixes at this round.  
Based on the optimal value of f for BISC2, we can decide whether to use BISC1 or BISC2 given an 
FIS mining task. If C2-C1=t(4+m2f-1)+(f+4)2f+(m(s-f+1)-s-1)2s<0, we will use BISC2, otherwise 
BISC1. Thus we have  
Algorithm 4 Binary itemset support counting (BISC) 
Input:  1) D: a transaction database; 2) prefix: prefix itemset of D; 3) items: frequent items in D; 
4) s: projection size 
Output: FIS in the original database D 
Method: BISC(D, prefix, items, s){ 
    static m=0.5; 
    f=s-log2(0.35 *|D|+0.35*s/m+3.77/m); 
    BD=getBD(D, items, s);                                                         
    if(|D|*(4+m*2f-1)+(f+4)*2f+(m*(s-f+1)-s-1)*2s<0) 
        for each BT in BD 
            ds[BT.BI]++; 
        return BISC1 (ds, prefix, items, s); 
    else  
        return BISC2(BD, prefix, items, s, f); 
} 
 
The algorithm first decides the optimal value of f. It then derives the binary database (using 
Algorithm 1 getBD). Finally, it uses the faster one of BISC1 and BISC2 to detect FIS.  
Note: the static variable m (multifactor) is initialized only once when BISC is called for the first 
time. It will then be updated (by (mb+p/2f)/(b+1), as indicated in the second paragraph of this section) 
each time BISC2 is called (not shown explicitly). 
4.6 Combing BISC and projection for FIM 
Based on the analysis in Section 4.5, the cost of BISC is relatively small when s is small. Thus we 
can use BISC directly for FIM in a database D if the total number of frequent items (n) in D is not big 
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(i.e., we set s=n). However, this is not feasible when n gets bigger because the cost of BISC grows 
exponentially as s increases. On the other hand, the depth-first nature of the basic projection based 
approach (Algorithm 0) makes it prohibitively expensive when n and the projection depth are bigger due 
to the exponential growth of the cost.  
Observing that BISC can detect all the FIS in a database without any projection, if we combine BISC 
and Projection, we may terminate a long projection path much earlier than the basic projection algorithm, 
and thus improve the efficiency. Based on this analysis, a basic idea is that in each (projected) database D, 
if the total number of frequent items is not big, we directly apply BISC to detect FIS(D). Otherwise, we 
first detect sFIS(D) (the first s subsets of FIS(D)) using BISC. For FISi(D), s < i ≤ n, we create a projected 
database for each frequent item xi (s < i ≤ n), and then recursively use similar idea to detect FIS in each 
projected database.  
Here one major issue is to decide the optimal value of s. Let C(D, n) be the cost of FIM in a database 
D with n items by combining BISC and projection, we have 
C(D,n)=CB(D, s)+ ∑(i=s+1,…n)(P(D,i) + C(PDi, i-1)), where CB(D,s) is the cost of mining sFIS(D) 
using BISC, P(D,i) is the cost of database projection for xi in D and support counting for items in PDi (the 
projected database of xi), and C(PDi, i-1) is the cost of FIM in PDi.  
Let CPB= ∑(i=s+1,…n)(P(D,i) + C(PDi, i-1)), as s increases, CB increases exponentially while CPB 
decreases polynomially. When s is small, CB’s rate of increase may be smaller than CPB’s rate of 
decrease. However, when s is big enough, CB’s rate of increase will eventually surpass CPB’s rate of 
decrease. To find the optimal value of s to minimize the total cost, we need, dC/ds= dCB/ds+dCPB/ds=0. 
Since s is an integer and can only be increased by at least 1, the optimal value of s should be the first 
s that makes ΔC=0 (or close to 0 practically), where ΔC=C(s+1)-C(s), i.e., ΔCB+ΔCPB=0, where 
ΔCB=CB(s+1)-CB(s), and ΔCPB=CPB(s+1)-CPB(s). 
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We first analyze ΔCB. For simplicity we assume that BISC2 is used in BISC algorithm (this is more 
likely when s is big, e.g., >16). Based on the analysis in Section 4.5, CB= 2d+t(5+m2f-1)+(f+4)2f+m(s-
f+1)2s. Practically the optimal value of f is close to s/2, thus ΔCB≈2s/2(0.21tm+0.21s+4.7)+m2s (0.5s+2). 
Next we analyze ΔCPB. CPB=∑(i=s+1,…n)(P(D,i)+C(PDi, i-1)) ⇒ ΔCPB =-P(D, s+1)-C(PDs+1, s). 
The cost of P(D, s+1) includes creating PDs+1 (which only contains items smaller than xs+1) in D and 
support counting for items in PDs+1. We use pseudo-projection technique which only records the 
occurrence information of xs+1 in D (address and position of every transaction that contains xs+1) to create 
PDs+1. Thus the cost of database projection is proportional to fs+1 (the frequency of xs+1), in our 
implementation it is approximately 10fs+1. The cost of support counting is proportional to the total number 
of item instances in PDs+1. Assume all the items distribute evenly in D, then this cost is (fs+1F/t), where F 
is the total number of instances of items smaller than xs+1 in D, i.e., F=∑(i=1…s)fi, fi is the frequency of xi. 
Thus P(D, s+1) = fs+1 (10+F/t). 
To decide C(PDs+1, s), we need first know how many frequent items exist in PDs+1. Assume all the 
items distribute evenly in D, let pi be the possibility of xi, i<s+1, to be frequent in PDs+1, then intuitively 
pi∝v, where v=fifs+1/(t*minSup). Practically, we set pi =1 if v >1.2, pi= 0 if v<0.2, and pi=v-0.2 otherwise. 
Let p be the average number of frequent items in PDs+1, then p= ∑(i=1…s)pi. 
If the total number of frequent items in PDs+1 is not zero, we will either apply BISC algorithm to 
detect the FIS in PDs+1 or further apply the projection and support counting approach. This process is 
continued until no further projection is needed (either no frequent item exists in a projected databases or 
BISC is invoked to terminate the projection). Since there is no determined path for this process, the real 
cost of C(PDs+1, s) may vary. Generally speaking, it is proportional to p and P(D, s+1). In our 
implementation, we take ΔCPB ≈-0.5 P(D, s+1)p2= - (0.5fs+1 (10+F/t)p2). 
Based on the above analysis, we can decide the optimal value of s as follows, starting from s=1, we 
gradually increase s until ΔCB+ΔCPB>0, i.e., -ΔCPB<ΔCB. This idea is implemented in Algorithm 5. 
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Algorithm 5 Finding the optimal value of s 
Input:  1) t: number of transactions in a database; 2) freqs: item frequencies in the database 
Output: The optimal value of s 
Method: getOptimals(t, freqs){ 
F=freqs[0]; 
p=0; 
for(i=1; i<MAXS; i++) 
 v=freqs[i]* freqs[0]/(t*minSup); 
 if(v>1.2)        p+=1; 
 else if(v>=0.2)         p+=(v-0.2); 
 dCPB=freqs[i]*(10+F/t)*p*p/2; 
 dCB= 2i/2*(0.21tm+0.21i+4.7)+m2i* (2+0. 5*i); 





Based on Algorithm 5, we have Algorithm 6, BISC based FIM. 
Algorithm 6 BISC based FIM 
Input:  1) D: a transaction database; 2) prefix: prefix itemset of D 
Output: The complete set of frequent itemsets in D 
Method: FIM(D, prefix){ 
    FIS=∅; 
    freqs=supportCounting(D); 
    freqItems=getFrequentitems(freqs); 
    s= getOptimals (|D|, freqs); 
    if(|freqItems|<=s)  
        return BISC(D, prefix, freqItems, |freqItems|); 
    else 
        FIS = FIS ∪ BISC(D, prefix, freqItems, s); 
        for(i=s; i<|freqItems|; i++) 
            PD=projectDB(D, freqItems[i]); 
            FIS  = FIS ∪  FIM(PD, prefix∪freqItems[i]); 




The algorithm first detects all the frequent items and their frequencies in D. It then decides the 
optimal value of s. If s is larger than the total number of frequent items, it will detect FIS(D) using BISC. 
Otherwise, it only detects all the s-frequent itemsets with BISC. It then generates projected databases for 
items in between the (s+1)th and nth frequent items (n is the total number of frequent items), and 
recursively detect FIS in each projected database. 
4.7 Implementation strategies 
One major concern for evaluating FIM algorithms is that different implementation strategies can 
greatly impact the performances [Rácz 2005]. Because of this, we attempt to adopt similar 
implementation techniques used by other popular approaches on common tasks for fair comparison. 
Below we give a brief discussion on related implementation techniques. 
Item processing order: In a transaction database, we generally sort and process the frequent items 
based on some certain order. There are two basic types of orders, static lexicographic order (the order is 
fixed for all projected databases) and dynamic frequency based order. In our implementation we adopted 
the dynamic frequency based order, which is also adopted by many existing approaches, e.g., FP-growth 
[Han 2000], AFOPT [Liu 2003], etc. Based on our problem partitioning strategy defined in Definition 1, 
the projected database for xi need only contain items smaller than xi. Thus we adopt support descending 
order for item processing to minimize the number and/or size of projected databases. Generally speaking, 
an itemset with higher frequency is more possible to have more frequent extensions than a less frequent 
itemset. By putting the most frequent item in the front, we can effectively limit the maximal number of 
candidate extensions.  
Database projection: There are two basic types of database projection: physical projection (memory 
space is created to hold items in the projected database) and pseudo-projection (only the occurrence 
information of the key item to be projected in the upper level database is recorded). Generally speaking, 
physical projection is more expensive for the projection process. However, it may be more efficient for 
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support counting especially when the original database is sparse. In our algorithm, we simply apply 
pseudo-projection strategy to minimize memory usage. 
Output strategy: The time for writing FIS to a file can dominate the total running time when the 
number of frequent itemsets is huge. In our approach a string stack based strategy is applied due to the 
depth first nature of our algorithm. The stack holds the string representation of items along the current 
projection path. Each time a projection is made for a frequent item xi in the current database, the string 
representation of xi is pushed into the stack. In this way the output of a frequent itemset can be efficiently 
implemented by string copy from the stack to the output file. The string representation of xi is popped 
from the stack when all the frequent itemsets in the projected database of xi is detected. The same idea is 
applied to checking itemset supports and generating output for all the frequent itemsets in BISC. This 
stack based output strategy is also adopted in many other approaches ((in particular, [Rácz 2004], and 
[Schmidt-Thieme 2004]), which makes it fair for comparison purpose. 
5 Performance Evaluation 
5.1 Experiment environment and datasets 
We conducted an extensive set of experiments to compare the performance of our approach with 
other FIM algorithms. All the experiments were performed on a Linux server with 2.8GHz Intel Pentium 
4 CPU and 4 gigabytes of memory. The operating system was CentOS Linux 4.6. 
The algorithms we compared include eclat-Schmidt [Schmidt-Thieme 2004] (The fastest Eclat 
implementation that we have tested), LCM3 [Uno 2005], patricia [Pietracaprina 2003], FP-growth*. 
[Gosta 2003][Gosta 2005], Apriori-Bodon [Bodon 2003], TM [Song 2006], and nonordfp [Rácz 2004] 
(the fastest fp-growth implementation that we have tested). The source codes for all these algorithms were 
provided by their authors. All the algorithms were implemented in C++.  
Publicly available testing datasets from FIMI repository (http://fimi.cs.helsinki.fi/) were used for 
comparison purposes. We have selected both synthetic datasets (T10I4D100K and T40I10D100K) and 
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real datasets (chess, connect, retail, mushroom, pumsb, pumsb_star, and accidents) with different 
characteristics as shown in Table 10. These data sets were widely used in many past studies.  
TABLE 10 CHARACTERISTICS OF TESTING DATASETS 
 
Database #Items Ave. Length #Transactions
Accidents 468 33.8 340,183
Chess 75 37 3196
Connect 129 43 67557
Mushroom 119 23 8124
Pumsb 2133 50.5 49046
Pumsb_star 2088 50.5 49046
Retail 16469 10.3 88162
T10I4D100K 1000 10 100,000
T40I10D100K 1000 40 100,000
 
Similar to [Uno 2005], we divide these datasets into four categories for comparison purpose, 1) very 
sparse datasets (T10I4D100K and retail) which are sparse and have small number of FIs even when 
minSup is small; 2) Sparse datasets (T40I10D100K and mushroom) which are sparse but have large 
number of FIs when minSup is small; 3) Structured dense datasets (connect, chess, pumsb, and pumsb-
star) which are non-natural data with many transactions but small number of unique items; 4) 
Unstructured Dense dataset (accidents) which is unstructured dataset with large number of transactions 
and small number of unique items. 
5.2 Experiment results  
Fig. 2 shows the time usage of the algorithms on different datasets. (Note: in most cases we stop the 
execution when an algorithm took more than 30 minutes to reduce the time for experiments. We do not 
plot in such case or when an algorithm terminated abnormally). 
From Fig. 2 we can find that BISC algorithm always performs the best in all the datasets and 
minimum supports. Among the algorithms compared, only the performance of nonordfp is close to ours in 
dense datasets and mushroom. However, nonordfp performs much worse in other sparse datasets. In most 
cases (except for nonordfp as discussed and some high support cases) our algorithm outperforms other 





Figure 2. Time usage  
 
Fig. 3 shows the memory usage for the algorithms on different datasets. From Fig. 3 we can find that 
the memory usage of BISC is relatively small compared to those of other algorithms. Actually the 
memory consumption of our algorithm is the smallest in most of the cases (especially when minimum 
support gets smaller). In addition, our algorithm demonstrates better scalability in terms of space 








Figure 3. Memory usage 
 
6 Discussion 
6.1 Time complexity 
One impressive result is that BISC outperforms all the other algorithms on the datasets we have 
tested in term of time efficiency. Even though this does not guarantee that it will always outperform other 
algorithms, it is safe to say that BISC is among the most efficient FIM algorithms across different types of 
datasets. Below we give a brief discussion on the major contributing factors for the effectiveness of BISC. 
As discussed in Section 1, the cost of projection based depth-first FIM algorithms can be modeled as 
O(nkc), where nk reflects the total number of database projections (k is the maximal projection depth and n 
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the branching factor), and c is the average cost of database projection and support counting. Next we 
analyze how our approach improves FIM by addressing these factors. 
1) BISC can significantly reduce the total number of database projections 
The major problem of depth-first approaches is that as n and k gets bigger, the total number of 
database projections/recursions will grow exponentially (nk). 
An important feature of our approach is that it can effectively decrease the total number of database 
projections by reducing both n and k. In Algorithm 6, if the total number of frequent items (n) is small, 
BISC is used directly to detect FIS(D) and no further database projection is needed. If n is big, BISC is 
applied to detect the first s subsets of FIs, thus eliminating the need of database projection for these items. 
For the rest items, we do need create projected databases. However, BISC is used in each of the projected 
databases similarly as in the parent database, which can dramatically decrease the branching factor at each 
level as well as the projection depth. Let sa be the average value of s, and k’ be the new maximal 
projection depth, then the average number of database projections in our approach is O((n-sa)k’). Since k’ 
is generally much smaller than k, our approach can effectively decrease both the branching factor and 
projection depth, and consequently decrease the total number of database projections. 
The above analysis is verified in our experiments. Table 11 compares the maximal projection depths 
and the total number of database projections of BISC with those of the basic projection algorithm. It 
shows clearly that BISC can significantly decrease the maximum projection depths and the total number 
of database projections in both dense and sparse datasets.  
Observing Table 11, we can further find that the reduction of total number of database projections is 
less effective in sparse datasets retail, T10I4D100K and T40I10D100K. The reason is that they have large 
n with relatively small sa (reflected by the maximal s as shown in Table 11), which leads to large average 
branching factors (n-sa). In addition, the maximum lengths of frequent itemsets are relatively small in 
these databases. Other datasets generally have small n and/or small sa, which allows more effective 
reduction on the number of database projections. All these are clearly reflected in Table 10 (col. #Items) 
and Table 11 (Max s in BISC). 
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TABLE 11 COMPARISON OF BISC AND BASIC PROJECTION (BP) 
 
Database MinSup Max. proj. depth Total No. of projections Max s in 
BISC BISC BP BISC BP
Accidents 20% 1 14 20 889,935 28 
Chess 30% 4 20 368 37,501,582 21 
Connect 70% 1 18 5 4,130,671 26 
Mushroom 5% 3 17 264 3,755,705 21 
Pumsb 70% 1 18 8 2,698,761 26 
Pumsb_star 40% 1 13 21 27,354 25 
Retail 0.02% 3 8 10,588 67,186 16 
T10I4D100K 0.1% 2 10 4,988 27,532 18 
T40I10D100K 1% 2 13 8,449 65,236 22 
 
2) BISC is efficient at deriving itemset supports based on direct supports 
Similar to FP-growth and the basic projection based approach, in our approach candidates are 
generated implicitly because we count the supports of all the items in the projected databases. Since the 
number of database projections is greatly decreased in BISC, the total number of such implicitly 
generated candidates is much smaller in our approach than in other approaches, thus the cost of item 
support counting in projected databases is relatively small in our approach.  
One additional cost of our approach is that it needs derive the supports of all the itemsets in a 
database based on their direct supports in order to eliminate further database projection. In BISC, the cost 
of deriving direct supports of all the itemsets is relatively low because they can be derived by simply 
scanning the binary database once. The time cost of subsequent itemset support counting is mainly 
decided by the projection size s and irrelevant to (in BISC1) or less relevant to (in BISC2) the number of 
transactions (t). Thus BISC can be quite efficient for large databases with many transactions. Even though 
this cost may grow exponentially as s grows, Algorithm 5 effectively prevents the overuse of BISC by 
deciding the optimal value of s (reflected by the maximal optimal value of s as shown in Table 11, which 
is adaptive to dataset and minSup). In addition, since the total number of projected bases is quite small in 
our approach (see Table 11), the overall cost of itemset support counting in our approach is limited. 
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6.2 Space complexity 
Memory consumption in our approach contains two major parts: to store projected databases and 
direct supports. 
With its depth first nature, the memory consumption for projected databases is O(km) in BISC, 
where m is the average size of projected databases and k is the maximum projection depth. This cost is 
relatively small because BISC can significantly decrease k, as shown in Table 11. 
The memory cost for storing direct supports in BISC could be very large as s grows if we only use 
BISC1. E.g., in Table 11, s can be as large as 28, which means we need store 228 direct supports (4 bytes 
each if stored as an integer) simultaneously. However, in our approach BISC2 is applied automatically or 
mandatory (when s is larger than a threshold, e.g., 14).  Since the optimal value of f (the size of prefix) is 
around half of s practically, BISC2 needs only store 2f+2s-f direct supports (for prefix and suffix itemsets), 
which is much smaller than 2s. For example, if s=28 and f=14, we need only store 214+214=32768 direct 
supports simultaneously in BISC2 as opposed to 228 (268million) in BISC1. 
Because of the reasons above, BISC performs very well in terms of memory consumption compared 
to other algorithms, as shown in Fig. 3. 
7 Conclusions 
In this paper a novel algorithm, BISC, is presented for efficient frequent itemset mining. One 
important feature of BISC is that it can derive the supports of all the itemsets in a database based on their 
direct supports, thus eliminating the need for further database projection. BISC converts transactions in a 
database into their binary representations and combines two relevant techniques, BISC1 (one-stage 
BISC), and BISC2 (two-stage BISC) to minimize the cost of support updating and memory consumption. 
By applying BISC with the basic projection technique, our approach can effectively decrease the 
maximum depth and branching factor of database projection, thus increases both the time and space 
efficiency for FIM. 
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Extensive experiments have been performed to evaluate the performance of our algorithm. One 
impressive result is that BISC outperforms all the other algorithms in the datasets that we have tested in 
terms of time efficiency. Even though this does not guarantee that BISC will always perform the best in 
other datasets, the result is significant given the fact that most previous algorithms may only work well in 
some types of datasets. In addition, the memory usage of BISC is also comparable to (in most cases 
smaller than) those of other algorithms. 
One important concept that contributes to the success of BISC is direct support. The study in this 
paper shows that efficient usage of direct support can greatly improve the efficiency of support counting. 
A second important concept is binary representation. BISC detects frequent itemsets in binary domain 
instead of item domain. It first derives direct supports based on the horizontal database representation, 
and then derives supports by updating direct supports bit by bit vertically. In this sense, BISC combines 
binary based horizontal and vertical database representations. Another important concept is multi-stage 
BISC. In this paper we have shown that two-stage BISC can effectively improve both time and space 
efficiency for FIS mining. We expect that this idea can be extended to higher stages for more efficient 
FIM. In addition, the strategies for determining the optimal values of s (projection size) and f (prefix size 
for two-stage BISC) also contribute to the success of BISC. 
Overall, BISC achieves impressive performance by combining the concepts of direct support, binary 
representation, and multi-stage BISC as well as various optimization strategies. In the future we expect to 
extend these concepts and strategies to improve other related areas such as closed/maximal frequent 
itemset mining, mining frequent itemsets under constraints, and sequential pattern mining, etc.  
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